Columnist Art Buchwald Selected as 79 Speaker

by Vai Bollman

"We are looking for the past," California Governor Jerry Brown told a student reporter. "To think about him means you are thinking in terms of the future." Such a statement is a bit like saying the moon is a hole in the sidewalk. It's true, but if you look at it the wrong way, you've forgotten what's real.

Jerry Brown, who burst onto the political scene in the 1970s as the state's youngest ever governor, has been a consistent force for progressive change in California. His recent endorsement of Proposition 30, which would raise taxes to fund education, is just one example of his commitment to the future.

"To think about the past is to think about how we got here," Brown said. "But to think about the future is to think about what we want to get.

Brown's words are a fitting reminder of the importance of looking forward, not backward. As we move into a new year, let us remember that every act we take is an opportunity to shape the path ahead.

"We are looking for the past," Brown concluded. "But to think about the future is to think about what we want to get.

Jerry Brown's words are a fitting reminder of the importance of looking forward, not backward. As we move into a new year, let us remember that every act we take is an opportunity to shape the path ahead.
Ex Guard's Case Is Before Human Rights Office

Editor's Note: This is the fourth and final in a series of articles in Vigil Thompson, a former security guard who has a complaint against the Uni-

versity pending before the DC Human Rights Commission. The complaint stems from his firing in August, 1979 and recounts two months later, when Thompson was arrested and discharged for pressing travel orders and whites.

Thompson is a member of the Human Rights Council, but was unable to make the commission after Thompson, Vigil stated that he had already been discharged from his job by the Human Rights Council, but was able to get the commission before the University's student body.

The University officials and was totally unbe-

The incident was a serious one between Thompson and his boss, Lt. Donald Lamb, Thompson alleged, neverthe-

Thompson, in a statement regarding charges, denied speaking loudly or using profane language. He said he would have done the duty of Thompson's office, and only the state government officials could be able to give him the answers. Thompson said he had no right to appeal the university's decision to dismiss him, and his case was dismissed.
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French Scholar Discusses Language And Its Meaning
by Gloria Quinn

"I've always had a hard time with..."

"But one has to reconstitute..."

"Not only..."

"In interpretation we study..."

"Seleskovitch claims her work has brought..."

"That she has interpreted for various..."

"Gloria Quinn"

Georgetown Security Program Attacked

"We're very apprehensive, but they don't give..."

"That the state is willing to..."

"The Committee for the Study of National Service has proposed that a million or more young people should spend at least a year after completing their high school or col- lege education in the "vocational service"..."

"We have concluded that the na- tion's..."
On April 15, 1976, THE HOYA ran a two-part article on the Georgetown University Clinic, offering (among other services) abortion. The article drew from interviews with University President Fr. Timothy Healy to shut down the perception that the clinic would be used for that purpose. Last year Vint Vittles was prohibited from selling contraceptives on the grounds that a Catholic school should subordinate them to its Catholic doctrine. More recently a gay students group won University funding on the same pretext. Although we opposed these measures, it is less important to us that the University was enforcing its policies consensually.

Our main concern is that the Georgetown University Community Health Program has been undergoing abortions, sterilizations and vasectomies since it became effective in 1973. The program is set up as a distinct corporation, and is legally affiliated with Georgetown. It uses the University’s name and six of its nine man board of trustees are either GU officials or are appointed by the University President.

Under a new policy, GUHCP will fund abortions only when the mother’s health is seriously endangered. However, before 1979, this qualification did not exist.

**Room to Grow**

A time when space on this campus is at a premium, there are two spacious offices lying fallow in the basement of the Copley Corporation Building. Now that the question of GTB has been settled, University administrators are in the process of converting these offices to student use. Whether or not this will be successful will be, however, an important fact that should be kept in mind by those of us who are allowed to assume residence, this space was officially allocated to student studies.

The Student Corporation has come forth with a proposal, seeking permission to take at least one of the offices into a record store. The administration has, in fact, received the final offer. Vital Vittles provides an invaluable service to the student body, but it is horribly cramped. Giving the Cope room space would enable them to expand their selection of both records and tapes.

What should be done with the other office? One possibility is to move the TGCT here. At least this would free up some space for other activities the five separate tiny offices The Voice now occupies on 2nd O’Gara.

University officials have stated the offices would be used by the GUCHP. One candidate is the sociology department, which already occupies several offices in Copley. Another possibility might be the student body, which has managed for years to get by with far less. Can the GUCHP do without this space? The answer is, “Yes.” The administration has agreed in principle to give the GUCHP one of the offices. The move will mean new facilities and more space for those in need of more room.

Lastly, whatever action the administration may take, it is important to see that the group who is most affected by the new arrangement is the one that will be called and used the most. What policies are in place to protect its facilities?

**A Search Warrant**

Plans are now being formulated for coordinating a search committee to find a replacement for departed department residents Academic Affairs and Proscis Aloysio P. Kelly. The news is bad news. It is bad news, crystallized as soon as possible regarding not only who will be on the committee and for how long, but also what qualities should be sought in the new man.

Firstly, the administration has told the HOYA that the search committee will be composed of nine members: three administrators, three faculty members and two students. The administration has not decided how the members will be chosen. This “proposed” constitution warrants serious review: students should be given equal representation on the committee with the other three. Ideally, two student representatives should be undergraduate students and the third a graduate student who will fill in for the other.

It is imperative that students have a strong voice on the committee, for the VP for Aca­demic Affairs and President has control over policies concerning the Main Campus, thus affecting all student’s education. Outgoing VP Kelley has given GU students a serious voice in campus affairs; this precedent should remain unaccomplished.

**Nugent Commends Objectivity of HOYA Article**

**Editorial**

To the Editor:

I am grateful to the editor of THE HOYA for carrying out a thorough investigation of the recent involvement of the Catholic church in the University’s abortion and birth control policies.

Georgetown administration policymakers are often accused of being biased, either by the media or by critics who may have no understanding of what is being said. In this case, THE HOYA remains objective and not because we are blind students unable to grasp the essentials of the argument or who are myopic but rather because we are rational examiners who do an honest job of analyzing the evidence.

We are, of course, grateful that the black and Latin American voices are accepted by the HOYA. However, we can state categorically that the attitude and language of the black and Latin American voices should be taught in a more considerate manner.

Editors of THE HOYA express the opinion that they have given “the black and Latin American voices their due”.

**Editorial**

The HOYA staff decided that the “unacceptable” article “an adroit analysis—” published in THE HOYA on April 15, 1976 was not an adroit analysis. We do not wish to offend anyone in the administration, but we feel that the article was not an adroit analysis.

We hope that the administration will not take this as an attack on the University’s policies, but rather as an attempt to improve the quality of communication within the University community.

**Editorial**

To the Editor:

Mr. Donaldson’s commendation of the editorial “The unacademic voices” was not in­ tended to be taken seriously. We are not dumb and don’t want to be seen as such. We were simply expressing our view that the article was not an adroit analysis.

We hope that the administration will not take this as an attack on the University’s policies, but rather as an attempt to improve the quality of communication within the University community.
What direction should Georgetown be taking?

For years at Georgetown and many late night pep rallies by the student tailgate office in Nook basement have taught this editor that the revolution of higher education ‘has been underway’ for quite some time. A little exploration for this phenomenon may perhaps be found in the history of undergraduate schools, all with emphasis on different aspects of the educational process. Another may well be found on the part of the faculty, in general, to forge a coherent philosophy of education or to model their philosophy on a more concrete and defined practice. Finally, the whole liberal arts tradition at Georgetown are scrutinized. If you are majoring in any of the subjects taught in the College at least, you are exposed to most of the major intellectual disciplines and should be able to form a basic understanding of the position of the liberal arts tradition. History, biology, and economics, in addition to some knowledge of a modern foreign language. What is startling, though, is how so much-repeated maxim regarding the careers as much as the general process and atmosphere of one’s experience at Georgetown. One cannot ignore the fact that one of the things that draws students to Georgetown and sets it apart from others is the feeling of being in the midst of creating the world. The atmosphere of the entire edifice and what is at stake, what men should not continue any longer is the lives and well-being of the students, men or women. They exist to train, educate, and save men and women. The idea that a Formal School and a University are both engaged in intellectual potential; they are engaged in teaching people with whom, professionals, medical students, and foreign languages, make the world a better place.

In short, Georgetown should consider defining its purpose and status as a university.

Sleeping It Off: A Midsemester Night Dream

Sometimes I think there are two types of people in the world: those who woke up early this morning, relieved and ready to start the day; and those who feel, deep down inside, that this particular day of the week, when the prolonged weekends are pushing along, is merely a remnant of last Saturday and a forerunner of next Sunday. Or those who, being undeterred by the familiar morning flyers, can only think of the College days to come. The former, I learn, are most often people who have been so flouting the dormitory rules to stay awake and pull an all-nighter are deprived of any chance of learning the significance of their own self. The latter, in all likelihood, are those who have chosen to follow their dreams and live every day to the fullest. The middle ground, the middle course, is where I find myself most of the time. But even so, I am aware of the fantasies of wanton violence that have been haunting me for weeks now. The dreamer coursing through my mind is often so vivid that it is hard for me to distinguish it from reality. These dreams are not the result of some psychological disorder, but rather a natural part of the human experience, a way for the subconscious mind to express itself. In these dreams, I am often depicted as a student, a teacher, or a researcher, conducting experiments or engaging in discussions with others. These dreams are usually short and intense, and they often leave me feeling confused and disoriented. But I am grateful for these dreams, for they are a way for me to explore my inner world and to gain insights into my own thoughts and feelings. 

The general intellectual tone of Georgetown is severely lacking in seriousness. Many students feel that the atmosphere is too relaxed and carefree. This can be seen in the way students dress, talk, and interact with each other. They wear colorful pants and penny loafers which are...
Nazi Protest—and Evoke Responses

Extermination of Jews as a Reality: Debate Challenge Issued to Nazi

To the Editor:

The so-called Nazi leader, John Nugent, and his group of followers may still view themselves as Nazis, but in reality they are only uneducated lunatics. They speak out against homosexuals, selling their products, yet are they not the ones who are causing the terror and fear that their followers are so quick to inflame? They have ignored the fact that we, as a nation, are not fooling around.

Nugent states that the Anti-Gay Demonstration at Georgetown was not a protest but a demonstration of the Anti-Gay Demonstration Association, which is an organization that is dedicated to promoting the freedom of individuals to choose their sexual orientation.

The exploitation and subjugation of minorities by small organizations such as the Anti-Gay Demonstration Association is one of the world's worst crimes. We cannot afford to be out of touch with the world.

How are we able to call themselves Nazis yet deny the undisputed fact that millions of Jews were destroyed in what has become known as the Holocaust? Denying this fact is, in reality, not only denying historical fact, but also the words of their party leader, Adolf Hitler, who declared on November 21, 1938, "The Jewish question must be solved by the extermination of the Jews. While a Jew remains alive, he would always be a liability to National Socialist Germany. The Jew is not a human being. He is subhuman, a menace to the rest of the human race.

Hence, many more hundreds were used as guinea pigs in some of the most obscure experiments of all. I am unsure that this fact is true, but we have not only written proof, but also physical proof in the form of remaining files of the Jewish question can only be solved through the grant of an SAC charter to the Nazi leader, John Nugent, who comes within its gates. The Black Student Alliance would oppose the recognition of this organization as a National Socialist Organization on the principle of non-discrimination.

The ideology of the National Socialist Germany. The Jew is not a human being. He is subhuman, a menace to the rest of the human race.
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Hardcore: A Little Hard to Buy

Paul Schrader has a curious ability in portraying the dark minds of some of the most notorious criminals in the world. His previous work was the controversial for networks "Easy Rider" and "Taxi Driver". However, his new film, "Hardcore", is a profoundly disturbing portrayal of the true darkness that lurks just beyond the surface of society.

The film, based on actual events, explores the world of organized crime and its influences on the lives of those involved. Schrader's bold approach to the subject matter is both thrilling and horrifying.

The cast includes some of the most talented actors of our time, each bringing their unique talent to the table. The film's visual style is as captivating as it is disturbing, leaving viewers with a sense of unease.

For those who are interested, "Hardcore" is available now at your local video store.

And the Winner is Carol Gregor

The First Annual HOYA Beatles Trivia Contest is over, and the winner is Carol Gregor with a perfect score of 25 out of 25. Carol, along with the_condition_ was randomly chosen to receive the Beatles premiere movie prize pack. Congratulations, Carol! We hope you enjoy your prize.

The Beatles were a very special band that will always be remembered for their music, their impact on the world, and their ability to bring people together. We look forward to seeing you at future events.

The Beatles and the Sixties: A Magic Mystery Tour

While the Beatles were a part of the Sixties, the music of the era had a profound impact on many people. The Beatles were known for their ability to combine great music with decade images, and their songs were a reflection of the times.

In "A Magic Mystery Tour" the Beatles go to Los Angeles to look for a missing person. Along the way, they encounter various characters and situations that reflect the issues of the time.

The film is a perfect example of how the Beatles were able to capture the spirit of the Sixties and bring it to the screen. It's a must-see for any fan of the Beatles or the Sixties era.

The Ed Sullivan Show: A Golden Oldies Show

If you're a fan of the Ed Sullivan Show, then you're in for a treat! The show is being re-imagined as a "golden-oldies" show, and it's sure to be a hit with fans of all ages.

The show will feature classic performances from some of the biggest names of the day, including the Beatles. It's a perfect way to relive the music of the Sixties and bring back some of the magic of those times.

So if you're a fan of the Beatles or the Sixties era, then be sure to tune in to the "golden-oldies" show of the Ed Sullivan Show! It's sure to be a hit with fans of all ages.
This Year's Model is Here with Elvis Costello & the Attractions

Upon the release of Elvis Costello’s first album, most critics were trying to draw analogies between it and the music of such artists as the early Beatles or the Everly Brothers. Costello, whose distinctive mode of delivery is more akin to what you would find in a New York, Dicky, Buddy Holly, or, merely a passing figure in the latest musical trend (not present on his debut album) are the, "Senior Boys"-"worrying formula)"

On “Accidents Happen” Elvis Costello & the Attractions

This is Costello’s greater association with the semi-human character which distinguishes so much of Devo’s work appears here with the power that is, while in the next case he, fully conscious only of the beauty a fine performance. At least for a moment, the British Are Coming... (not known to be) in any way connected with the...dynamic, navigational, Dynamic Duos, and What's Your Name? questions about Barry Manilow, Glen Campbell, Halley Ridgley, and little popular culture, the industries of their expression that known to be the most vocal minds and emotional

Brendel, Rampel at the Symphony

Rampel's recital concluded in another manner, however, with a performance of the Serenade for Strings. It is a God-given talent that can only be answered by Elvis Costello. The semi-human character which distinguishes so much of Devo’s work appears here with the power that is, while in the next case he, fully conscious only of the beauty a fine performance. At least for a moment, the British Are Coming... (not known to be) in any way connected with the...dynamic, navigational, Dynamic Duos, and What's Your Name? questions about Barry Manilow, Glen Campbell, Halley Ridgley, and little popular culture, the industries of their expression that known to be the most vocal minds and emotional

Tombstone: A Perfect 10!... - SERVED AT 38°...

In clean frosted mugs, with specially selected Musicby David Shire, & A Ball!... Rock & Roll Trivia Quiz Book.

Gabe Kaplan’s Having A Ball!

His dream team’s got a player, a jailbird, a pool star, a muscleman. And the best guy on the team is Barry Manilow, Glen Campbell, Halley Ridgley, and little popular culture, the industries of their expression that known to be the most vocal minds and emotional

Rock & Roll Trivia Quiz Book.

It is also very S.O. M. when it returns into the seventh decade. There are question about Barry Manilow, Glen Campbell, Halley Ridgley, and little popular culture, the industries of their expression that known to be the most vocal minds and emotional
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Tchaikovsky and Me: Confessions of a Hardcore Film Fanatic

Truth is stranger than fiction, or at least it's the mood for films, a fact that happened quite easy to the situation. What I will recount is the story of "The Brig," which I watched at the campus movie theater.

Not to stretch the film's plot which was quite a little bit more than a movie (for review), but it is one of those movies that no one really knows what it's all about. The film was a drama, and it was supposed to be about the breaking of a mental barrier in a mental institution. The show did not work, and the audience was left quite disappointed.

Throughout the entire play, the audience was a critical sign that something was wrong. The speech is mild and realistic, the drama tries to establish it somehow. The cast, as a whole, was not as good as one would have expected.

The Brig: Living Theater a Flop

Mask and Basinhe's performance was quite different from the usual role of the "Living Theater." It is, after all, a performance from the audience's point of view, a demonstrative response, through ultra-realism, the audience is a critical sign that some-thing is wrong. The Brig's performance was quite different from the usual role of the "Living Theater.
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Great Bernard Shaw defined the war "that we fight is not really better than war, but indefinitely more arduous.

George may have been wrong, and the phrase "war is Hell" is no less true. Yet it is not so bad as he thought. After all, he was thinking of the modern battlefields of armored tanks, cuckoo clocks, and people in love.

The war in the Netherlands, on the other hand, was a battle against time and the elements. It was a war of attrition, of waiting and watching, of waiting and watching. And it was a war of hope, of the hope that someday, somehow, the war would be over.

The Dutch were not the only ones who fought in the Netherlands. The Belgians, the French, the British, and the Americans all fought in the Netherlands. And they all fought against the same enemy: the war.

The war in the Netherlands was a war of strategy and tactics. It was a war of endurance and perseverance. And it was a war of hope and faith.

The war in the Netherlands was a war that the Dutch won. And it was a war that the Dutch will never forget.
Economist Arthur Burns: A “Simple Man”

by Jim Tosney and Pat Connerman

“There are a number of things in my life that have been wonderful. One of the most wonderful things in my life is the fact that my wife and I are both. . .”

Burns marked the centennial of his first publication during this interview with the Hoover Institution. The former Chancellor of the Federal Reserve Board, a resident of the Netherlands who is now a Fellow at AEI, and Distinquished Professor of Economics, Georgetown, also reflected on the state of the country as he saw it as an economist and educator.

“The teaching is helping us to keep the best young and with their ideas, says Burns, affecting on the Federal Reserve in the Netherlands for the last 20 years, the economist and educator.

“Healing is helping us to keep the best young and with their ideas, says Burns, affecting on the Federal Reserve in the Netherlands for the last 20 years, the economist and educator. These young people have big ideas, and they are the ones who can change the world. The Federal Reserve is working hard to bring them into the workforce, to train them in the tools of economics, and to help them succeed in their careers. Burns has been a mentor to many of these young people, helping them to develop their skills and to achieve their goals.

“Burns has a sincere interest in the well-being of young people, and he is always looking for ways to help them. He is a strong believer in the power of education and the importance of giving young people the tools they need to succeed. He is always looking for ways to bring new ideas into the workforce, and to help young people to find their place in the world. His mentorship has been instrumental in the success of many young people, and he is always looking for ways to continue his mentorship and to help even more young people.”

Since the early days of the Federal Reserve, the economist and educator.

“Burns has been a mentor to many of these young people, helping them to develop their skills and to achieve their goals. He is always looking for ways to bring new ideas into the workforce, and to help young people to find their place in the world. His mentorship has been instrumental in the success of many young people, and he is always looking for ways to continue his mentorship and to help even more young people.”
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work from his ten-year career as a painter.

The parks are beautiful and numerous and if you have a chance there are plenty of sporting opportunities. The city is divided into the most a well-preserved historical area called the Jordaan. The Jordaan is a beautiful area. It is a gem of Amsterdam and it is a must-see for any visitor. It is a haven for artists and for those who want to experience the local culture. It is a great place to visit if you are interested in art and history.
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Classifieds

JOBS—The Student Center is looking for a Director of Student Services. Must have a minimum of two years of experience in a similar role. Experience in project management and event planning is a plus.

FREE BEER only a one-time offer for Spring Break. Cost $7.99 per case. Student. First come, first serve. Ask your resident advisor for details.

FREE BUS fare and a bottle of Rebel Yell for the first 50 people to call in with their student ID. Offer subject to revocation without notice. Offer includes postage and handling.

We reserve the right to fill the empty spots in our Halfway and All-American plows. We reserve the right to fill the empty spots in our Halfway and All-American plows. We reserve the right to fill the empty spots in our Halfway and All-American plows. We reserve the right to fill the empty spots in our Halfway and All-American plows.
CU Tops Hoyettes, 72-61

The Women's Basketball Team took its record drop to 1-5 as it fell to their opponents at Catholic University last Thursday by the score of 75-41. The Blue & White was led by Nancy Walker with 13 points. Gail Spain scored 11, and Debbie Dabbs had 10. The Hoyas were not enough to score against the Hoyettes, which were driving the game 12 points lower than expected.}

Sports

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Saturda, Sat. 2nd

WILSON, D.C.

TRACK AND FIELD

1-5-4-1-3, 4

Track and Field

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Blue & White was led by Nancy Walker with 13 points. Gail Spain scored 11, and Debbie Dabbs had 10. The Hoyas were not enough to score against the Hoyettes, which were driving the game 12 points lower than expected.}
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